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Fáilte!

 Cad é Conradh na Gaeilge Aotearoa/Who we are

 Cé hé mise/Who I am

 Housekeeping

 Keep on mute unless talking

 Questions/comments very welcome!

 Recorded

 Prize- put a “hello” + where you are in the chat to be in to win!



Conradh na Gaeilge Aotearoa

 www.cnag.org.nz

 First branch in over 100yrs in 

Aotearoa!

 Promote Irish in NZ

 Support and link people and 
groups together

 Wherever possible, to support Te 
Reo Māori

http://www.cnag.org.nz/


Buíochas/Thank you

 Dr Ken Ó Donnchú + Roinn na Nua-Ghaeilge, UCC

 Ambasáid na hÉireann, Wellington, Ambassador Peter Ryan, Deputy 

Head of Mission Faran Foley

 CnaG- Loretta Egan, Treena Daly, Seána Ní Riain, Colm McGrath

 In Éirinn- Helen Ní Shé, Dáithí de Mórdha, Ruth Lysaght, Sean Ó 

Coibhsteala

 In NZ- Seán Brosnahan, Angela McCarthy, Brad Patterson, Vincent 

O’Malley, Brian O’Sullivan, Farrell Cleary

 Everyone who comes to our Wednesday evening Zooms!



Intro

 Jennie Coleman, Books and Print in New Zealand (1997): “Little 

seems to be know of the prevalence of the Irish Gaelic Language, 

or of any printed texts they (Irish immigrants) might have brought 

with them.” 

 Angela McCarthy (2010): there is a “manifest neglect of the 

importance of the language in the historiography of the Irish in New 

Zealand”

 Upsurge in interest from mid-80s in the study of Irish immigration and 

colonisation 



I will cover...

 Brief summary of the history of the Irish language

 Patterns of Irish immigration to and settlement in New Zealand

 The use of Irish in Aotearoa

 How was Irish discussed by the New Zealand media

 3 periods: 1840-1921, 1921-1970, 1970 onwards

 Irish and Te Reo Māori

 Where things stand currently

 Time for questions, comments, memories...



A quick history of the Irish language

 Earliest written records are about 1500 years old but it goes back 

further

 Indo-European language- this family possibly arrived in Europe 

about 2,000BC with migration from the Eurasian steppe.

 Related to all other Indo-European languages, but closest relatives 

are so-called “Celtic languages”

 Most likely came to Ireland about 1,000BC +- 400 years. Split from 

Welsh etc may have happened on the islands or prior to arrival.



Ogham 



History continued

 Evolution from Old Irish (500-800AD), through Middle Irish (800-

1200AD), to Early Modern Irish (1200-1650) and Late Modern Irish 

(1650- present)

 Earliest form of writing was Ogham- generally etchings and marks on 

stones from around the 5th Century onwards

 Old Irish found in various manuscripts in Irish and from monasteries 

around Europe. 

 The oldest written vernacular in Europe and extensive sources are 

available.



History of Irish continued

 Evolution of Irish was hugely influenced by the social and political 

circumstances of the day

 Old Irish- stable language maintained by monastic scribes

 Middle Irish- spoken language come to the fore during the Viking 

incursions and Anglo-Norman invasion of 1169

 Early Modern Irish- stable language maintained by secular poets, 

seanchaí/seanchaidhe (lore masters), doctors

 Late Modern Irish- spoken langauge after the collapse of Gaelic 

society in late 16th and 17th Century



Decline in Irish



History continued

 Steady decline in Irish from mid 16th century and especially over 

18th and 19th century

 Athbheochan na Gaeilge/Gaelic Revival of late 19th century 

begun by Douglas Hyde and others, mostly upper middle-class 

Protestant Ascendancy figures via Conradh na Gaeilge

 Became bound up in the Cultural Nationalism of the late 19th and 

early 20th century

 Led to an embedding of Irish within the Irish Free State in 1922, the 

education system, and as the First language of the Constitution 

(1937)



Irish today

 Compulsory school subject throughout primary and secondary 

schools

 Compulsory subject in Leaving Certificate (for access to tertiary 

study)

 Census figures- 1,700,000 respond they can speak the language 

(about 40% of respondants)...but

 Doesn’t ask ability or fluency, or frequency of use

 Only 73,000 daily speakers outside the education system

 Only 20,000 daily speakers within Gaeltacht areas



An Ghaeltacht



Gaeltacht today

Census 2011

Daily Speakers outside the education 

system



Irish settlement/colonisation in NZ

 Pattern is important for language history

 Early history in brief

 Trickle of immigration before 1860

 Rapid rise from 1860 (gold rushes- Otago, West Coast)

 Assisted migration from 1871-1890 led to a huge rise

 Roughly 20% of all immigrants in 19th c were Irish-born

 Relatively more from Munster (Cork, Kerry, Clare) and Ulster

 Higher proportion of Protestant compared to make-up in Ireland

 Chain migration was a feature



Famous early Irish immigrants

 William Hobson, of Te Tiriti o 

Waitangi and Governor fame, 

born Waterford

 Thomas Bracken who wrote “God 

Defend New Zealand”, born 

Clonee, Co. Meath

 William Massey, 19th PM, born in 

Derry



Post 1921

 Few immigrants from Irish Free State/Republic

 Episodic increases- 1980s, post-Chch Quakes, but never as big a 

destination as Britain, US, Australia, Canada

 17,817 put “Irish” ethnicity in 2018 census

 Many more (15% or so of New Zealanders today) have Irish ancestry



For the language...

 Language shift was already well advanced in Ireland

 Many came via Britain, US and Australia

 Unsupported cost was 3-5 times transatlantic fare- generally better-

off immigrants seeking opportunity rather than survival

 Little nucleation- even on West Coast no more than 25% were Irish

 Protestant settlers subsumed into developing “British” culture

 Irish identity became attached to the Catholic Church



Examples of Irish use

 McCarthy- Irish women committed to the public asylum who “talk 

Irish chiefly. Occasionally speak a little English.” late 1870s

 References to confession services in Irish in 1880s

 Multiple languages spoken on the Hokitika Streets

 Some from reports on legal matters- often with a faintly mocking 

edge

 Overlap with the use of the Irish as a comedic prop



Irish stereotypes 1876 vs 2022



Legal

 1877: Patrick Mahoney and Patrick Grady were convicted of the 

assault on a Thomas Austin in Whanganui. “When we left the Red 

Lion…the whole three commenced to chatter Irish.” Later...“they a 

conversation…in Irish, when suddenly they all jumped out of the 

cart, Mahoney exclaiming “Holy Virgin Mary protect us, and we’ll 

murder Austin”

 1895: Another account of a prisoner in Auckland, Mr Alley, features 

“frantic fragments of the Irish language” during his escape on both 

his part and from the police. When finally cornered the police officer 

commanded him to surrender, again “in the ancient Irish tongue” 



Irish language in the 19th and early 

20th-c NZ media

 Occasional references to 1890, mostly as a historical curiosity

 More coverage from 1890 on, of Gaelic Revival

 Strongly associated the language with the Republican movement 

from the early 1910s onwards

 Generally much more negative than the Catholic media



Early Examples
NZ Gazette 1844 Thames Star 1886



Later...

NZ Times 1907 The Press 1916



Irish in the Catholic media

 New Zealand Tablet- excellent source

 All aspects

 News from Ireland

 Local efforts

 Books 

 Correspondance

 Overall positive views of the language and language revival efforts

 A “Gaelic column” in the Tablet in 1895



New Zealand Tablet (1873-1996)

 Good source of news from Ireland

 Widely read- Catholic papers had 

a global reach

 First (that I know of!) Irish in print in 

NZ- 29/11/1873



Canon Charles Jordan (1838-1912)

 Born in Ceann Trá in Corca 

Dhuibhne

 Father had been a schoolmaster 

on an Blascaod Mór

 Moved to Tauranga in 1872

 Ministered to the spiritual needs of 

the flock and was a 5-time mayor



Canon Charles Jordan, Tauranga

 Gave a series of informative 

lectures on the history of the Irish 

language over the early 1890s in 

New Zealand and Sydney

 Variably attended

 Supported movements to establish 

Irish speaking groups 



Monsignor Peter O’Leary,Lawrence

(1847-1916)

 Born in Clondrohid, Co. Cork

 New Zealand from 1874

 An energetic and strongly nationalist figure behind the Irish 

language movement in Dunedin, Lawrence, Milton, Balclutha from 

the 1890s onwards

 A first-cousin of the hugely influential figure Peadar Ua Laoghaire 

(An tAthair Peadar) of Séadna and Mo Sgéal Féin fame.

 “Soggart aroon”



Monsignor O’Leary Grave

“A Dhia, tabhair d’anamnaibh na marbh maitheamhnas

in a bpeacaidhibh tre Iosa Criost ar dtighearna. Amen””

“God, grant forgiveness to the souls of the dead for 

their sins through Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen”



O’Leary & Jordan

 One Catholic, one Anglican.

 Both grew up in areas with Irish as a first language.

 Links to some of the “big names” in the Irish language movement-

 Jordan- somewhat backward looking, with a stress on the history of 

Irish

 O’Leary- much more energetic in promoting ongoing use as a living 

language



O’Leary letter 1894



Dunedin 1894-95

 Efforts to establish an Irish language group

 “Gaelic Notes” column in the NZ Tablet

 Started with a series of letters from Msgr O’Leary in the Tablet

 John Perrin, editor of the Tablet, left in late 1895

 Ended very rapidly thereafter

 Part of wider language efforts in Dunedin, South Otago and 

Southland



Gaelic notes 1895 in NZ Tablet

 “Some of our English friends are mocking and 

laughing at our work to keep Irish alive and to 

teach it…we feel sorry for them. They have 

the same inclination as Queen Elizabeth 

when she made laws to destroy the language 

and the religion together”



Dunedin group

“It is a language with a thousand years of 

plentiful literature in prose and poetry behind 

it. Do your utmost not to let it die!”
NZ Tablet The NZ Tablet 1900



Fr O’Neill, Milton

Visit of Fr Ganly from St Kilda, 
Melbourne in 1903

 “surprised and delighted to find, in 

this apparently out-of-the-way 

part of the Colony, such a large 

number of people who loved and 

spoke the old tongue” 

 Rosary and Sermon in Irish

Fr O’Neill reminiscence in 1916



The Green Ray 1916-1918

 Newspaper arising from the Maoriland Irish Society

 Albert James Ryan of Waitahuna (Lawrence parish) published with 

Thomas Cummins as editor in Dunedin

 Took a stronger nationalist line that The New Zealand Tablet

 Irish column most months by Seaghan O’Tuathail

 Editor and manager arrested for sedition and jailed in 1918, 

O’Tuathail moved to Wellington



The Green Ray



The Green Ray



Irish from 1921-1970

 Lack of any evidence of 

intergenerational transfer

 Collapse in immigration from the 

Irish Free State

 Decline in reports in the media, 

some of Gaeltacht Commission

 Still important for some new 

immigrants- e.g. Mai O’Sullivan 

bilingual prayer manual in Patrick 

O’Farrell’s Vanished Kingdoms



Death of the original settlers

 Death notice 1928, Terence Kiely, 

Greymouth

 Lack of transfer

 Little Irish spoken

 V little written (literacy meant 
literacy in English)

 Most came post-Famine, with 
language shift well advanced

 Many came via other countries

 Little nucleation in NZ



Gàidhlig



Dan Davin

 Southland-raised, Galwegian father, and mother with parents from 

Cork.

 Father was an Irish-speaker

 Documented the first-generation Irish Catholic voice in New 

Zealand

 Captures some of the shift from one generation, some of whom 

knew Irish, to another to whom it was fully alien



“Roads from Home,” Dan Davin

 “Syntax, the turn of phrase, rhythm and figures of speech (that) are Irish”: 
Lawrence Jones in preface.

 “And so it’s teachers you want to make of them” 

 “he’s got a throat on him, too, has Jack”

 “it’s a poor house you’ve come to”

 Clear difference in speech of older vs younger generation

 Smattering of Irish words: “Céad míle fáilthe,” “sheebeen,” and the seanchaí
character, Larry Daly, who would finish his stories with “sin é mo sgéal-sa”

 Daly’s wake is the key moment as one generation gives way to the next



The real Larry Daly (quote from 

Closing Times)

 “I told him also of Larry Hynes, another immigrant to New Zealand and an Irish speaker, a 
wandering story-teller like Itzik (Davin’s friend and the subject of the piece, Itzik Manger), a 
seanchaí, one of the last of his Irish kind, who had travelled on his bicycle round the Irish fams of 
Southland and on winter nights, in front of fires of totara or Black Diamond coal, not turf, had 
made us shiver with his tales of ghosts and shape-chagers, and fairies stealing little children to 
leave changelings in their place and magic warriors battling in the evening clouds, and revenants 
from fairyland who had lived a hundred years in the course of a day and a night of fairy love, 
coming back to cold ashes, cottges of fallen stone, and new unremembering generations.” 



1970 onwards

 Increased immigration from Ireland

 Somewhat similar movements:

 Gluaiseacht Chearta Sibhialta na Gaeltachta

 Civil Right Movement in Northern Ireland

 1972 petition for Māori language in schools

 Māori Land Rights movement from mid 1970s onwards, 1975 hīkoi

 N.I. Troubles and Hunger Strikes led to increased interest in the 

language in Australia and here to a lesser degree

 Census 2018- 1,176 ticked “Irish”, more than Welsh (1,083) and 

Gàidhlig (549)



Saoirse

 H-Block & Armagh Committee Wellington

 Small amts of Irish

 “How can we separate the cultural from the political?”

 Interest in Irish language learning- group in Wellington

 Clear support for Māori land rights- compare with Green Ray from 

1918



Saoirse



Saoirse



Saoirse vs Green Ray



Irish groups

 Celine Kearney, “Southern Celts” PhD thesis (2017) covers much of 

the current attitudes- identity, access to learning and speaking

 Groups existed in Wellington, Auckland, Wellington again, 

Christchurch over the years. Some people from 1980s still active

 Recent opening of Irish Embassy and establishment of a Conradh na 

Gaeilge branch has helped to promote the language.

 Brave New World of online access to huge amount of resources





Irish in Aotearoa

 Expected and unexpected



NZ in Irish-language media

 Pieces in

 RnaG

 TG4

 Raidió Fáilte

 BBC Raidió Uladh

 Nuacht RTÉ

 Online Papers

 Generally topical news stories-

pandemic, cannabis referendum, 

White Island, PM Ardern etc



Irish and Te Reo Māori

 Many similarities & many differences

 Rapid decline over a few generations

 English as the introduced language

 Associated with land dispossession and social upheaval

 “Minority language of majority culture” vs “Minority language of minority 

culture”

 Main reason- 100 years of official state support for Irish.



Hawera & Normanby Star 1909



Official work

 After Waitangi Tribunal agreed Te Reo Māori a taonga in 1985-86, 

Māori Language Commission/Te Taura Whiri i te Reo Māori 

established

 Legislation based specifically on Bord na Gaeilge Act

 More recently dual-government and university research in

 TV broadcasting

 Radio broadcasting

 Education

 Wider revival efforts e.g. Gaillimh le Gaeilge, road signs etc



Use of Irish in wider discussion



Anti-revivalist similarities





Irish is...(via Colm Ó Broin)
www.broadsheet.ie/2018/06/13/ive-nothing-against-irish-speakers-but/

 Only spoken by rich people

 Only spoken by poor people

 Exclusively middle-class

 For mucksavages only

 Gibberish

 Sinister

 Communist

 Neo-Nazi



Further research and opportunities

 Pre-1840

 Journals, diaries and letters

 Placenames/Logainmneacha

 Graves and headstone analysis

 Comprehensive study of the major figures like Msgr Peter O’Leary



Opportunities

• Relationship with Te Reo 
Māori

• Mutual support
• Recognise the similarities 

where they exist
• Learn from differences, 

failures and 
successes...examples

• A large majority in both 
countries support the 
respective minority 
languages



Críoch- Matariki Kaikōhau 

Nau mai ngā hua,

Nau mai ngā pai, 

Nau mai kia nui

Kia hāwere ai.

Fáilte roimh gach ar fhás, 

Fáilte roimh gach a bhfuil go 

maith, 

Go raibh sibh fairsing 

flúirseach.


